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Common Formats Annotated Paper Forms and Flow Charts
When preparing to submit data, Patient Safety Organizations (PSOs) should utilize the materials
within
theMonth
Common
Issue xx:
20xxFormats Version 1.2 Technical Specifications section of the PSOPPC Web site
to ensure collected data are clinically and electronically comparable.
Two sets of these documents, the Annotated Paper Forms and Flow Charts, are instrumental tools
for PSOs to reference when developing the data collection and reporting process. The Common
Formats Flow Charts provide the data elements and associated answer values that provide the
logic requirements for predecessor relationships in the Paper Forms. The Paper Forms, including
Data Element Notations contain each module’s questions, answer values, and associated data
element identifiers. Both sets of documents can be found here in the Data Submission
Specifications section of the AHRQ Common Format Technical Specifications.
Common Formats Annotated Paper Forms
The Common Formats Paper Forms including Data Element Notations (labeled “Form –
Annotated” under each event-specific section) provide the assigned data element identifiers and
answer codes for each question and answer set found within each module form. Each question
within a form is notated with its assigned Common Formats Data Element identifier. Additionally,
each available answer option is presented with its corresponding Code System Answer Code. The
following example is taken directly from the Common Formats Fall Annotated Paper Form. Please
note that questions 7 through 9 are displayed in alignment with their specific data element
identifiers and answer codes.

Common Formats Flow Charts
Data collection for a Patient Safety Report begins with the identification of the appropriate report
type. The report type Flow Chart will serve as the starting point for the collection of data elements.
Common Formats Flow Charts have been created for Incident, Near Miss, Unsafe Condition,
Summary of Initial Report (SIR), and each of the specific event categories.
Event category Flow Charts are used to collect additional information about the specific report
type. All Common Formats Flow Charts conclude with the SIR Flow Chart. If the patient safety
event is not one of the Common Formats event modules, the user will be directed to the SIR Flow
Chart. The following illustration is the portion of the Common Formats Fall Flow Chart that
corresponds to questions 7 through 9 of the Common Formats Annotated Fall Paper Form.

To assist in using and understanding the Flow Charts, a legend is provided to give clarification to
the symbols and shading used within the figures. For example, data element symbols lacking any
type of shading are recommended to be submitted to the PSOPPC but are not required. If a
symbol is shaded gray, the associated data element shall not be included in Clinical
Documentation Architecture (CDA) Extensible Markup Language (XML) files sent to the PSOPPC.
Most importantly, symbols with cross hatch shading indicate data elements that are part of the
Validation Data Set and are required to be included in CDA XML files submitted to the PSOPPC. In
the event any data elements are missing from the Validation Data Set, the CDA XML file will be
rejected.
When a report meets the file specifications, validation rules, and includes all of the recommended
data elements determined by the Common Formats Flow Charts for the report type and event
category (as applicable), the file will be accepted with an ‘Accepted: Complete’ status.
For any questions or assistance regarding the Common Formats Paper Forms including Data
Element Notations or Flow Charts, contact the PSOPPC Help Desk at Support@PSOPPC.org or
(866) 571-7712.
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